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About This Game

LEAD YOUR NATION THROUGH THE TRIALS OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR IN HISTORY AND LAY THE
FOUNDATION FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER!

In the mid 18th century the mighty armies of the great European empires are led into the first global world war, the Seven Years
War. While Prussia struggles for existence against a superior alliance in Europe the fight for the colonies between Great Britain

and France arises to gather dominance over the North American continent.

Features:

• Play 20 realtime campaigns ranging from the year 1750 to 1762, each with individual goals
• Coverage of the complete European and North american theatre with more than 110 cities and provinces including 13 nations

• Build up a huge economy with complex product chains to supply your people, armies and fleets
• Develop your cities and provinces to gain wealth and recruits and manage economic factors like jobless rates and people's

wealth
• Establish trade on more than 20 goods with local markets, foreign nations and fight for control of narrow map resources

• Use a wide range of diplomatic measures like prisoner exchanges or joint military actions
• Build up your armies from a single named regiment to a complex division hierarchy and allocate a huge set of weapons

• Trade with natives like Huron or Irokese nations and take influence to gain valuable allies or native units
• Manage your officer corps with individual expertise depending on the type of arms and battle experience

• Set 10 different politics to change the direction of your economy ranging from trade liberalisation to food rations
• Research more than 90 technologies to increase your production efficiency or gain access to new buildings and units
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• Take control of naval routes to gain access to luxory goods or cut supply to your enemy's colonies
• Play city or fort sieges by digging trenches and artillery fortifications
• Issue war loans or order coin debasements to improve your financials

• Lead your armies to epic real time battles with thousands of soldiers and more than 100 individual unit types
• Use the advantages of terrains like increased fire range on hills or reduced cavalry charge in woods

• Conquer strategic goals like hills, bridges, cities and buildings to gain victory points
• Take the place of the famous generals in huge historic battles like the Battle of Kolin or Leuthen
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Title: The Seven Years War (1756-1763)
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Oliver Keppelmüller
Publisher:
Oliver Keppelmüller
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1,5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB VRAM, Directplay

DirectX: Version 7.1

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,French
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the 7 years war 1756 to 1763

I have not played the original version as a child. Sp it is a great way to catch it now in a new guise. At a first glance I like the
story, graphics, score and voice actors. Very charming.. I have tried both the free Vive Video and Vive Cinema apps.
StarPlayerVR takes the best features from both and combines them into an easy to use interface.

I like that this is built off VLC Media player which I consider to be one of the best players out there.

Aside from features, the big deciding factor to purchase the player was just how responsive the developer was. Before
purchasing, I noticed the player was missing the ability to switch between audio tracks. I suggested the feature to the developer
and it was added the very next day! The developer is extremely responsive and already planning to work on additional features I
suggested. Here's a confirmed list of my suggestions posted today that are now on the roadmap:

A button to turn the light in & out.
Once menu hidden, the laser pointer should get out of sight.
Allow user to adjust the screen's position Y.
Allow user to Import custom skybox background.
Add support to dvd disc.
Add support to blu-ray disc.

One thing that stood out for me after using Vive Video and Vive Cinema is that the audio quality was much louder on
StarPlayerVR. A definite plus. What's a big screen without big sound to match? I thought the volume was too low on the other
players even at 100%.

I missed the early bird price and paid the full price of $9.99 and have to say it is well worth it. I have a good feeling that this
player will stay ahead of the curve as new formats are introduced.. I guess I'm going to write a review about this game.

First off, the marketing arrowed me in the heart like a professional Robin Hood. They posted a link and blurb on IFDB.tads.org:
"Steal and raise a baby war gryphon!"

That was all I needed to read. I couldn't hit "BUY" fast enough. I was that Fry meme, incarnate. SHUT UP AND TAKE MY
MONEY.

But unlike CoG's "SLAMMED!", which sucked me into the story to the point where I *lived through it, mannnn!* (and you
should really buy SLAMMED! immediately), I just couldn't get my head into this game (and I really wanted to, see para. 2). I
had a really hard time keeping track of who was who and what everybody's different griffin looked like (which is, I think, kind
of important when visualizing the story). tl;dr The writing just didn't generate strong enough mental pictures for me and I
couldn't stay engaged.

Then I died before (I think) any real adventure started. So I hung it up, meaning to try another day and...I just haven't.
So it is with heavy heart I say that I can't recommend this game even though you get to raise a baby griffin. But ifever I give it
another try and it turns out better for me, I will update this review.
. The game simulates you as a firefighter, it could have done a lot more better with the animation, especially the subs (subsitute
characters).
The game engine needs abit more work and the UI needs more work.
It is a good game in all-round concept, but it has a few several game-flaws that sould really be attended to, especially in how the
game is. the matter of driving to a fire doesn't bother me, but there are times when I've failed when I'm practically doing an act
that a real-firefighter woukd perform.. Don't bother buying that on steam, only 1$ on google play... f*** y**
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WOW !!!!!! I just finished playing all 3 Black Mirror games. I am SOOOO in Love with them. I want more games like these..
Steer clear of this, ill change this if the devs reappear.

There has been no update or even a message on the forums for months.

TOTAL SCAM.. Great skin!!!. WIEEEEEERD
. The boss battles will make you want to kill yourself, but in a good way. Sadly this game was far better on the ps1 wich i still
have a working copy of. i wasent able to get my 360 controller to work for this. the sound keeps repeating over and over like a
record. welcom to welcom to welcom to... you get the idea. i cant zoom out wich sucks. i cant change the resolution on this
game. i bought the game for 0.99 C so i didnt loose much. My advise... go get a ps1 copy. this steam vervion is a steamy pile
of... well... thic port is just sad and i miss playing the good version of this game. im sorry to all those that bought this game but...
man i wish they did a good port.... My favorite holiday is Halloween, so this game was right up my alley (back alley that is).
Love the music, perfect sounds of darkness to listen to in my coffin. Upgrade your powers asap, or you'll be the next one 6ft
under.

I played this before Spring Bonus, and assumed that since SB came after this that it'd be similar. No achievements wasn't a big
deal, and the cutesy theme was fine, but the power-ups didn't work the same.

I'm assuming this was an oversight, but after you beat relaxed mode, if you click it to timed and fight the last lvl, you get the
'beat timed mode' achievement lol.. Simple and pretty boring casual phone game, just on pc and priced.. Really good game to
pass time when bored, could have some ad-on's.
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